SGA Resolution 15-14-S

A resolution to finish grinding down uneven pedestrian pathways

Whereas: Aging concrete paths have become uneven at the movement joints due to the expansion of tree roots underneath and the erosion of the surrounding ground throughout campus;

Whereas: The often significant and unexpected rise of elevation on the paths can and have become a tripping hazard, especially for the visually disabled student population;

Whereas: MTSU has made an effort to resolve some of these uneven joints by grinding down the joint into a smooth and subtle incline plane along Faulkinberry Drive.

THEREFORE, LET IT BE RESOLVED IN THE 76th CONGRESS OF THE STUDENT GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION OF MIDDLE TENNESSEE STATE UNIVERSITY THAT:

Section 1: MTSU shall grind down the remaining uneven movement joints on the West side of campus, particularly pertaining to, but not limited to, the paths behind and beside the Keathley University Center.

Section 2: This resolution shall go into immediate effect upon favorable passage.

Sponsored by: Tim Williams
Co-Sponsored by: Matthew Knight
Dylan Bogle
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